Roofatile Fragment - Pantile

PL 18 cm.
PW. 12 cm.
Th. Rim - 2.3 cm
Th. Pan - 2.7 cm
H. 6.1 cm.

Section Not to Scale.

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
K09 TC 002
Basket CB3.6.093
Locus CB36

Tracking # 1049
Date 22 June 09

Plan

Roostile Plaitile

PL 10.0 cm
PW 8.6 cm
Th Rim 2.4 cm
Th pan 2.2 cm
H Rim 6.0 cm

Side

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09TC003
Basket CA9.6.163
Locus CA96

Pierced TC Disk.
Intact object - made of Red Brown Gritty fabric

Diam. 11.5 - 11.9 cm
Diam Hole: 1.5 cm
Th: 1.4 - 1.6 cm.

Drawn by: Leaf:
TC Moldmade Figurine

1/2 of face preserved of hollow moldmade figurine. (left 1/2 of face preserved)
Well-leached clay.
Locks of hair frame left side of face to neck level.
Indicating ears.
Face delicately modelled.
The side of the locks of hair are flat. Edge of mold? Edge of veil?

PH 2.75cm
PW 2.0cm
Th 0.4-1.0cm.

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Unfired Clay Pyramidal Loomweight
Almost complete - just missing a corner at the top. Usually has double string hole.

PH 8.0cm
Base W 6.4 cm
Base Depth 5.2 cm
P Wt. 252.8g.

Drawn by: 

Leaf:
Round Spindlewhorl - Lightly Fused

1/2 preserved of a vertically pierced round spindle whorl. Very slightly fused - maybe unintentionally.

Height: 3.0 cm
Diam: 3.35 cm
Hole Diam: 0.5 cm
Plw: 20.5 g
Unfired Pyramidal Loomweight

Top of loomweight above stringhole preserved but only 2 faces have original surface

PH. 4.5cm
Pmax W. 3.3cm
Pmax Depth 3.1cm
Hole Diam. 0.7cm
p.Wt: 41.1g.

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 TC008
Basket CB4.6.060
Locus CB46
Fried Rooftile

PL 14.0 cm
PW 11.5 cm
ThRm 2.5 cm
ThPan 2.2 cm
H 6.1 cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
Unfired Loomweight

Missy top part from the string hole up.
Rounded pyramidal - 4 faces

PH: 4.5cm
Base W 5.3cm
Base Depth 4.6
Hole Dia. 0.3cm
PWT: 96.2g
Unfired Clay Loomweight

Massy top of loomweight from string-hole up. Surface worn rounded.
Pyramidal shape.

PH: 6.3 cm
Base W: 4.5 cm
Base Depth: 3.7 cm
Hole Diam: 0.6 cm
PWT: 115.9 g
K09 TC011
Basket CB37.4.204
Locus CB37

Unfused Loomweight
2 pony fragments + 2 non pony fragments of an unfused loomweight - prob. orig. pyramidal.

A. 2 pony frags.
   4.3 x 4.0 x 3.2 cm

B 1.9 x 1.7 x 1.0 cm

C 3.0 x 2.5 x 2.4 cm

Total Wt: 70.1 cm

Drawn by:

Leaf:
K09  TC 012
Basket  CB3.7.198
Locus  CB37

Tracking # 588
Date  11 June 09.

PH  8.5 cm
PW  7.5 cm
PDepth  7.2 cm
PWT: 480 g.

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
TC Moldmade Figure (?). Drapey?
(We vacillated between thinking this was a TC or a moldmade lamp—we're still not sure).

Small fragment with black paint on ext. surface—traces. The back is clearly flat where pressed into mold.

PL 3.4 cm
PW 2.25 cm
Th. 6.7 cm - 0.5 cm.

but when it was shown to Adi Erlich she suggested that it might be the eyebrow & edge of an eye hole or a mark.

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 TC014
Basket CB1.3.007
Locus CB13

Tracking # 1493
Date 02 July 09

Fused Disc Loomweight Frag.
Section of the circumference of a fused TC disc-shaped loomweight. Roughly hand made.

Est. Dia. m 12.0cm
PL 6.8cm
PW 4.8cm
Th. 2.4cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 TC015
Basket CB3.6.122
Locus CB36

Tracking # 1449
Date 30 June 09

Fused Clay Pyramidal Loomweight Fragment

Preserved from the stringhole up.

Circile Depression on top surface.

Sheared off

PH 3.5cm
W top 2.8cm
Depth top 2.7cm
Hole Diam. 0.4cm
Circular Depression Diam 1.0cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09  TC016
Basket  CB3.6.122
Locus  CB36  

Roof tile
corner preserved

L 11.15cm
W 9.1 cm
Th. max. 2.3 cm

finished corner

Tracking # 1450
Date  30 Jan 09

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
K09  MF001
Basket  CB3.6.150
Locus  CB36

Blue Kohl

1 lump of material - bright blue!

Diam. 2.0 x 2.0 x 1.3 cm.